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Agenda

No Item Time (minutes) Lead

1 Welcome and introductions 10:00 (10m)
Colin Green

Peter Hetherington

2
Access pricing for bilateral markets in England – a

straw man for discussion
10:10 (60m) Access pricing sub-group

3 Break 11.10 (5m) All

4
Market information and the bid assessment 

framework
11:15 (60m) Ian Pemberton

5

Ofwat updates

• RCV allocation for water resources

• WRMP pre-consultation

• Future engagement

12:15 (10m)

12.25 (5m)

12.30 (10m)

Iain McGuffog

Simon Harrow

Colin Green

6 Lunch 12.40 (45m) All

7

Resilience discussion

• Overview of Wellbeing of Future Generations and 

Environment Acts

• Resilience planning – a Bristol water perspective

• Update and next steps and resilience metrics 

Christmas competition

13.25 (120m)

Caroline Harris

Liz Cornwell

Trevor Bishop

8 Meeting close 15:25 (5m) Colin Green
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Project management

Actions from November meeting By Whom

Minutes: Ofwat to circulate the minutes to group members for comment.

The minutes and materials from all of our working groups are available here

Ofwat, Group members

Closed

RCV allocation for water resources: United Utilities and Yorkshire Water to circulate the 

analysis used to produce the graphs in their RCV allocation options presentation to group 

members.

Circulated to group members on 23 November

United Utilities and 

Yorkshire Water

Closed

RCV allocation for water resources: Ofwat to circulate the report produced by PWC for Ofwat 

on the “Balance of risk: Risk and reward across the water and sewerage value chain” which 

looks at cost of capital implications.

Circulated to the group and can be accessed here

Ofwat

Closed

RCV allocation for water resources: Companies to provide views on when the guidance for 

water resources RCV allocation should be issued.

An update will be provided today as part of the Ofwat updates item (item 5)

Group members

Closed

Project updates – Access pricing for bilateral markets in England: Sub group to provide an 

update on the four key questions set out and supplement this with a short briefing on the 

relevant implications of the Water Industry Act 2014.

Briefing sent round in advance and presentation and discussion today in the Access pricing for 

bilateral markets in England item (item 2)

Access pricing sub 

group

Closed

Approach to water resources utilisation risk: Southern Water to circulate their report on 

utilisation risk to group members when it is published.

Circulated to the group and can be accessed here

Southern Water

Closed

Working group feedback: Group members were invited to provide feedback on their 

experience of group meetings and provide suggestions on how to potentially improve them 

going forward in addition to a feedback form completed on the day.

The feedback will be discussed today as part of the Ofwat updates item (item 5)

Group members

Closed

Project management

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulated-companies/improving-regulation/future-price-setting-for-2020/water-2020-working-groups/
http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/rpt_com201512pwcrisk.pdf
https://www.southernwater.co.uk/demand-utilisation-risk
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Access pricing for bilateral markets in England – a straw 

man for discussion

Access pricing sub-group

December 2016
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• Brief discussion of the possible routes to market 

• Outline of the bidding market

• Outline of the bilateral market

• Present a straw man on how access pricing for bilateral markets may 

function in practice

Two elements to today

Note that the information and commentary in this pack does not, and is not intended to, 

amount to legal advice to any person on a specific case or matter
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Recap: The access pricing sub-group

Darren Rice

James McLaughlin

Nagi Suzuki

Phillip Dixon

Frank Grimshaw

• The sub-group was set up alongside the 

water resources working group

• The sub-group is made up of five 

companies plus Ofwat

• The aim of the sub-group is to examine 

more detailed issues on access pricing 

that we set out in Appendix 4 Enabling 

access to water networks – further 

evidence and analysis

• The sub-group has held 4 meetings and 

has provided feedback to the main group

at the July and September working groups 

• As with the main working group the sub-

group is not a decision-making body. 

Instead the aim of the group is to draw on 

its collective knowledge to assist with the 

implementation of Ofwat’s decisions and 

identify solutions that are in line with 

Ofwat’s statutory duties

Mathew Stalker

Peter Hetherington

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/pap_tec20150525w2020app4.pdf
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• Promote markets to inform, enable and encourage greater efficiency in England 

and, where it aligns with Welsh Government policy, in Wales

• Meet future challenges, we need to ensure that water and wastewater services 

are resilient, efficient and taking a long-term approach

• Develop markets where there is potential to unlock substantial benefits for 

customers, companies, investors and the environment

• In relation to water resources, trading is below its optimal level, and taking 

steps to reduce identified barriers to this could result in significant benefits for 

customers

• Develop access pricing framework to facilitate entry by companies who can 

supply raw/treated water at least as efficiently as the costs of incremental 

capacity provided by the incumbent water company

What are we trying to achieve?

We set out our longer term vision, the challenges and opportunities and the 

problems we are trying to solve in the Chapter 5 of the May decision document (see 

sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.3.1)
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• Third parties (new entrants or out of area incumbents) bid to address 

demand/supply deficits

• Can provide water, leakage solutions or demand reduction measures

• Typically long-term solutions – third party providers likely to commit to long-term 

contracts

The two markets for water resources

Water Act 2014 makes changes to allow third parties to introduce water

Third parties can contract directly with independent retailers

Third party will pay for access price to incumbent to use network and, if needed, 

treatment facilities

The third party provider need not enter into a long-term contract with the retailer

Incumbents may choose to enter into longer-term ‘call-off’ contract to ensure 

continuity of supply

Bidding markets in England and Wales

Bilateral market in England
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The two markets in unison

Water 

resources

Raw water 

distributed 

around 

network

Water 

treatment

Water 

distributed to 

customers

Water retail 

activities

Incumbent water company

Wholesale activities and services

Wholesale water services

Incumbent water 

company (as retailer) Independent retailers

Other water resource providers

Out-of-area water companies and third parties

Contract to supply 

raw water to 

incumbent water 

company

Treatment & 

distribution 

services

And / or 

Supply raw water 

directly to retailers

Bilateral market model (England):

Resource provider supplies retailer 

directly. Retailer procures treatment 

and distribution services (network 

access) from incumbent water company 

to enable supply of potable water to 

customers’ premises, with terms 

governed by access pricing rules 

Bidding in of third party water 

resources (England and Wales): 

Resource provider submits bids to 

incumbent water company to help 

meet its forecast water resource 

needs (eg as part of WRMP 

process)

2

1

The two potential markets complement one another. An alternative water provider 

can enter either through the bidding process and achieve long term certainty or 

agree terms with an independent retailer which may provide less certainty

The bilateral market may incentivise retailers to search out more efficient water 

resources in order to compete more vigorously in the retail market
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The Water Act 2014 enables a number of legislative changes to help 

realise bilateral market opportunities: 

1. New water supply licensing regime to allow alternative providers to 

introduce water

2. Regime will extend third party options to draw on facilities and 

systems of incumbent water companies

3. Amendments to charges for use of incumbent water companies’ 

facilities. Existing costs principle will be replaced for companies 

whose areas are wholly or mainly in England by charging rules 

developed by us

Legal changes for bilateral entry
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Aims of setting access prices

Objectives Practicability

• Availability of cost 

information

• Robustness of 

information

• Timescale of 

implementation

• Enable efficient entry

• Cost representative

• Customer benefits

• Flexibility

• Certainty

• Clarity

• Access prices and the markets they support are a means to an end. Markets 

are desirable because they provide incentives to innovate and search out new 

and more efficient or more desirable solutions

• The aim of the bilateral market is to deliver benefits for customers in the form 

of more efficient and resilient water resources

• By enabling the bilateral market, new retailers, and not just incumbents, will 

have an incentive to seek out cheaper or better water resources
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The straw man – key messages

• Want to turn May 2016 static model into dynamic, real world one

• Bilateral is about allowing access, not the buying of capacity like the 

bidding market (should the compensation payment be deficit-

related?)

• Want to avoid arbitrage between bilateral and bidding markets

• Bilateral entry currently enabled for licensees supplying own water 

to own ≥5Ml customers, with Costs Principle-based access prices

• New approach: aiming for best (or least-worst) fit, not perfection 

• Encouraging efficient entry is priority
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The straw man - key design questions 

Incumbent schemes to be considered

• Only consider water resource schemes as displaceable? (no leakage, demand schemes?)

• How to address multi-AMP schemes? (funded in current AMP, but fully delivered in future AMP?)

• How to address mix of single-AMP and multi-AMP schemes? (when both deliver in future AMPs 

but only longer scheme is funded in this AMP)

Compensation payment 

• Should the compensation payment pot be based on the average of incremental cost, or on a 

scheme by scheme basis?

• Should compensation payment pot decline over time as deficit reduces (due to entry or delivery 

of incumbent scheme)?

• Should the compensation payment be fixed for a particular entrant (if so how long?), or vary 

annually?

• Should the compensation payment be first-come-first-served? (even if less efficient first entrant 

wins the compensation over a more efficient second entrant?)

• Should the compensation payment pot be capped, or unlimited? (if unlimited, who will fund?) 

Entrant

• Is entry in one AMP carried over to the next AMP?

• What happens if a retailer chooses a different entrant?

• Can entrants withdraw their resource schemes?

• What if entrants offer more than the current deficit?

• Do we want high profit entry that has low value in deficit reduction?

• Should all entrants be allowed to enter?
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• Each 5-year period there will be a capped (£) pot of compensation – there should be no open-ended liability for 

incumbents

• Compensation is payable to all entrants (i.e. those who successfully reduce or commit to reduce existing deficit) on a first 

come first served basis

• Incumbents sell access once entrants have successful agreement in place with Retailer

• Ofwat decides appeals from entrants who are not included in the process (not something for incumbents to 

decide)

• Pot is based [AIC – AC] of all schemes accepted by Ofwat at FD, and starting in this AMP, on a WRZ-basis

• All schemes that increase incumbent’s capacity are counted – Ofwat must enable relaxation of ODI / PCs if 

demand schemes are to be included

• All schemes that start in this AMP but deliver in later AMPs are counted. Need to define ‘started’. Means length of 

NPV calculation can vary between AMPS, depending on whether multiple-AMP schemes are planned or not. 

Length of period defined by longest scheme starting in this AMP

• Pot revised year by year, to reflect advantage to incumbent’s customers of early entry

• Large scale schemes across multiple AMPs contribute to AIC calculation in reducing terms – i.e. money already 

spent is removed from numerator in NPV calculation

• Schemes that have been delivered are removed from NPV calculation (i.e. it is forward-looking calculation)

• Pot = NPV [total cost (£) of schemes starting in current AMP – cost (£) already spent] divided by NPV [total 

benefits (Ml) of schemes starting in current AMP – benefit (Ml) of schemes already delivered] * [expected deficit 

remaining in AMP periods]

• NB: Deficit is set each year, reduced by amount (Ml) incumbent has invested. AIC recalculated by amount (£) 

incumbent already committed / spent

• Length of period to consider NVP calculation is defined by longest scheme starting in current AMP

• Compensation payment can vary between entrants as deficit reduces during AMP 

• Each entrant receives a payment based on the effects of its entry; that payment is then fixed irrespective of 

further entry

• Entrant compensated when access is required, not earlier (NB: entrant not delivering capacity but requiring 

access)

The straw man - proposal on compensation payment calculation 
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Market information and the bid assessment framework

Ian Pemberton

December 2016
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Context – the two markets for water resources

Water 

resources

Raw water 

distributed 

around 

network

Water 

treatment

Water 

distributed to 

customers

Water retail 

activities

Incumbent water company

Wholesale activities and services

Wholesale water services

Incumbent water 

company (as retailer) Independent retailers

Other water resource providers

Out-of-area water companies and third parties

Contract to supply 

raw water to 

incumbent water 

company

Treatment & 

distribution 

services

And / or 

Supply raw water 

directly to retailers

Bilateral market model (England):

Resource provider supplies retailer 

directly. Retailer procures treatment 

and distribution services (network 

access) from incumbent water company 

to enable supply of potable water to 

customers’ premises, with terms 

governed by access pricing rules 

Bidding in of third party water 

resources (England and Wales): 

Resource provider submits bids to 

incumbent water company to help 

meet its forecast water resource 

needs (eg as part of WRMP 

process)

2

1

The two potential markets complement one another. An alternative water provider (who could 

be an out of area incumbent or independent third party) can enter either through the bidding 

process and achieve long term certainty or agree terms with an independent retailer (bilateral 

market) which may provider less certainty

The market information 

platform and bid 

assessment framework 

support this market
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The story so far…

December 

consultation proposal

• Market information database, managed by a third-party organisation, which would also provide a 

platform for bid assessment on an ongoing basis

• Based on the recommendations of the Deloitte Report “Water trading – scope, benefits and options”

• Principles-based approach to bid assessment, with potential recourse to Ofwat

Stakeholder feedback

• Stakeholders were generally supportive on the overall policy proposal to improve information 

provision and encourage trading but some raised concerns including

o Risks to resilience, water quality and environmental impact 

o Cost and complexity of the proposed design

o The sharing of sensitive data such as cost information and intellectual property with value

o The model of third party design which most supported but some saw as overly complex

o The need for a bid assessment frameworks given existing legislation and controls to ensure 

fairness

o Alignment with WRMP19

Further review and 

analysis

• The input we have received underlines the importance of taking a targeted and proportionate 

approach to information provision

• In the first instance our focus will be on stimulating conversations between potential suppliers and 

buyers rather than setting out all information required to determine a trade

• This puts greater emphasis on commercial negotiations and means complex issues such as 

resilience, water quality and environmental risk will be determined off-line

• International experience suggests that third-party brokers may play a significant role in aggregating 

and analysing data to identify opportunities

Revised policy 

decision

• We will require incumbent companies to make data available on supply-demand deficits and water 

resource costs in a consistent format on their websites with Ofwat providing a signposting page

• We will require companies to allow reasonable use of published information

• We will require companies to publish a bid assessment framework setting out polices and process 

for assessing bids to supply water resource or demand management/leakage services

• These changes will be supported by a license modification

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/rpt_com201512deloittewatertrading.pdf
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Revised structure of the market information platform

WRMP

Key Data

Processing 

to agreed 

standards

Public 

Data

Web 

Summary

Landing 

Page

Company Website (1 of 17)

Potential 

Suppliers

Broker

WRZ 

boundary

Bid summary 

Other –

subject to 

development

• Data will be held on company websites, not a central database

• A Section 13 Licence change is required to enact this

• The available information will predominantly be based on WRMP data

• Focus will be on stimulating conversations between potential suppliers and buyers rather than 

setting out all information required to determine a trade

• We could potentially see brokers in the market 
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Break out session 1
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Market information - Break out session 1

Group 1

Buyers

Water Supply

Group 2

Sellers

Water Supply

Group 3

Buyers

Demand Management

Group 4

Sellers

Demand Management

2 minutes from each group for feedback

15 minutes to discuss “What information do you need?” in each situation
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• The intention of the framework is to provide clarity and confidence to 

third parties that their bids will be assessed on an equal footing with 

incumbent’s own schemes and to overcome information barriers

• We want companies to take ownership of developing the Bid 

Assessment Framework they will apply, taking into account a set of high-

level guiding principles that we will issue 

• Our initial thinking is that those principles will cover:

 stakeholder engagement in developing the framework (including 
public consultation)

 principles of bid evaluation such as transparency and fairness

 the relevant legal and policy framework (differentiated for England 
and Wales as necessary)

 an outline of the tiered appraisal process, mirroring that in the 
WRMP process

 service expectations for considering bids, for example timescales 
for decision/response

 interaction with the WRMP planning cycle

 processes for dealing with queries and complaints

 the process for review and publication of the final framework.

The bid assessment framework
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A “straw man” – how market information and bid assessment could work

Publication

Standard Industry Bid format

- Availability both volume and duration, time bid is open for acceptance

- Quality constraints

Ofwat Publish Acceptance / Rejection Criteria

Publication on Website. Timescale for Publishing to be consistent in the 

guidelines

Reasons for Rejection – needs to be a consistent format.

Chance for bidder to publish their feedback too – to improve learning.

i.e. Not a GIS. Bidders will convert data to their own format anyway.    Publish 

a guideline framework and example tables

Consistent  with ‘Pre Qualification’

Preferred Solution – Publish a industry standard pre-registration criteria which 

would allow bidders direct access to a formal bid.  Should not preclude 

Expression of Interest bids. 

Easier and lower regulatory burden than setting up a new broker site.  

Companies will have easier control on their data.

Formal Bid

Acceptance / 

Rejection 

Criteria

Data Tables

Expression of 

Interest

Pre Qualification

Company 

Websites

B
id
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s
s
e
s
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e
n
t 

fr
a
m
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A “straw man” – bidding windows

Year 1

Bids Open
Review 

and 

Publish

Year 2

Year 2 

Bids

Review 

and 

Publish

Year 3

Year 3 

Bids

Review 

and 

Publish

Year 4

Year 4 

Bids

Review 

and 

Publish

Year 5

Year 1 Bids No bidding

WRMP WRMP

Annual 

Review

Annual 

Review
Annual 

Review

Annual 

Review

• As we set out in May we intend that bids submitted during the WRMP19 consultation period 

should feed into the formal WRMP process rather than be subject to the bid assessment 

framework. This is to avoid the risk that companies run parallel processes/duplicate effort

• The Figure above shows a potential approach to the bid assessment framework where bids 

are assessed in a set period aligned with the WRMP annual review process
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Break out session 2
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Bid assessment framework – Breakout session 2

Group 1

What criteria / metrics should be 

used to assess a bid?

Group 2

What does good governance look 

like? e.g. the appeals process, the 

Ofwat guidance (level of 

prescriptiveness)

Group 3

What information should companies 

be required to publish when they 

receive bids and when?

Group 4

The ideal timeline (Bid window, 

review period, closed periods)?

2 minutes from each group for feedback

15 minutes to discuss
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Ofwat project updates – RCV allocation for water resources

Iain McGuffog

December 2016
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• We discussed the need for companies to have a robust explanation for its 

historic RCV allocation to water resources

• The group explored the alternative ways companies could arrive at an RCV 

allocation

• Although the discussion and illustrative slides were on comparing ranges across 

companies from different allocation approaches (e.g. using a national average), 

companies will need to consider their choice from their own data and 

circumstances

• As there wasn’t one allocation approach that was clearly superior to others, 

triangulation between different approaches could be appropriate. We have 

always been clear that we will not be prescriptive on the approach. But we will 

need to understand the approach companies have taken and will need to 

discuss this and collect sufficient information in order to reach a judgement on 

what is appropriate

• We asked you for your feedback on when our guidance should be published –

there was a strong view we should not align it with the sludge guidance

At the last working group in November

In this short update we:

• recap on why RCV allocation is important

• set out some issues for companies to consider

• set out some of our thoughts on guidance

• Provide a timetable and overview of future engagement on this topic
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Why RCV allocation is important

Key building block of the revenue control

Link to access pricing

Cost transparency and ensuring a level playing field

RCV allocation will ensure that third party providers will have clarity and confidence that 
they are participating in the market on equal terms with incumbents. Maintaining 
consistency between charges and cost recovery

The network plus charges will be reflect the RCV allocated to this part of the control as 
they are cost based changes. It will also affect the compensation payment for water 
resources through the interaction with the average cost e.g. the compensation payment 
reflects the extent (if any) to which the incumbents incremental cost of new water 
resources exceed its average water resource costs

The RCV allocated to water resources will be part of the calculation of the total revenue 
control. It will need to provide sufficient regulatory returns under the water resources 
price control to meet the financial risks involved in operating, maintaining and 
developing their water resources activities 

Wholesale tariff structures

For the bilateral market transparency, bulk supplies, as well as the water resource 

control, we expect companies to split out the treated water network distribution, raw 

water distribution and treatment elements of the network plus charges, supported by 

accounting separation data, and charge separately for the relevant services provided
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For debate – things for companies to consider

• In approaching RCV allocation companies should consider among others 

whether and how RCV allocation in water resources impacts:

• Customer bills

• Wholesale tariff structures (This will depend on what companies have 

based existing tariff structures and cost justifications on. For large user 

tariffs, there may be an impact for those based on peak use 

characteristics)

• The market models for water resources going forward:

• Bidding market

• Bilateral market in England

• Bulk supplies (especially in the context of trading)

• Transfer prices

• Water trading incentives (this is also an Ofwat issue)

• Sale of water resource assets (unlikely to be an issue given condition K)
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For debate – our guidance

Approaches/cross checks Observations

Net MEAV approach to RCV 

allocation

Companies can consider a roll forward of the 2014-15 Net MEAV (based on the full revaluation of 

assets carried out at PR09)

Gross MEAV approach to RCV 

allocation

This may not be unfocussed as assets existing in privatisation would be less represented than those 

that have been replaced more recently

Splitting pre-privatisation assets at a 

discount to the RCV and post 

privatisation assets at full value

This may be difficult to calculate given changes to asset records and accounting classification since 

privatisation.

Historic expenditure – e.g. 

proportion of past expenditure, or 

operating costs and accounting 

charges, incurred on water 

resources

Depending on the data and the life of the assets, this may provide a good cross check or alternative 

approach to net MEAVs.

Projected expenditure – e.g. 

proportion of future expenditure 

expected on water resources

The proportion of future expenditure expected on water resources could be tested. Given the long life 

of water resource assets, the period of time that would need to be considered may be longer than 

company planning horizons.

Economic value The revenue stream from prices for water resources and other aspects of water supply set on a 

consistent long run basis. 

The historic and future expenditure considerations associated with the access price and 

compensation payments could be considered with this approach, building on Water Resource 

Management Plans

Averaged or hybrid approaches In arriving at the RCV allocation, the choice between different approaches should consider the 

wholesale charge structure impacts. 

• Re-iterate the May 2016 messages – there is no requirement to carry out an MEAV revaluation 

to arrive at an unfocussed allocation to water resources

• Roll forward of the 2014/15 net MEAV values based on the PR09 valuation could be a starting 

point, particularly if this has informed current wholesale tariff structures 

• Summarise the key alternative approaches and cross checks – context of what the RCV 

allocation could impact

• Outline our process for our proportionate and risk-based review of company proposals for the 

allocation, focussing on the access price and wholesale charge structure aspects
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For debate - potential timetable

Date Milestone

January 2017 Publish Water Resource RCV Allocation technical guidance note

April 2017 – May 2017 1:1 meetings with companies to understand approach in response to this guidance

July 2017 Set out information we intend to collect on water resource RCV allocation as part of the Methodology 

Consultation

End of January 2018 Companies submit water resource RCV allocation information. Timing allows companies to consider 

issues alongside draft Water Resource Management Plans and allows time to identify issues early

End of April 2018 Ofwat will provide observations on water resource RCV allocation approach to inform the submission 

of final business plans in September 2018. The RCV allocation for water resources will be finalised 

as part of PR19 final determinations

• We welcome your views on:

• why the RCV allocation matters

• the focus on Wholesale Charge Structures and the links to Water 

Resource Management Plans

• the observations on the approaches and cross checks

• the potential guidance and timetable

Please contact Iain.McGuffog@ofwat.gsi.gov.uk if you would like to discuss this further

mailto:Iain.McGuffog@ofwat.gsi.gov.uk
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Ofwat project updates –

Approach to WRMP19 pre-consultation

Simon Harrow

December 2016
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• On 8 December we sent out a letter that sets out our expectations and approach to 

pre-consultation engagement for WRMP19, from the 17 largest water companies in 

England and Wales

• We expect to have at least one pre-consultation discussion meeting with each 

company, focusing on the key issues for WRMP19

• Pre-consultation meetings will focus on:

o evidence of customer requirements and outcomes that need to be delivered;

o the risks in delivering these and the options for managing those risks;

o the range of options to deliver the outcomes including involving other water 

companies (water trading), other sectors (third party options) and demand 

management;

o for companies involved in regional groups (e.g. WRSE), the company role in 

the development and delivery of the regional water resource plan; and

o the links between WRMP and Business Plan

• Throughout the process we will be working closely and share feedback with 

Government and other regulators where appropriate

Approach to WRMP19 pre-consultation

We have set up a dedicated mailbox for WRMP correspondence -

wrmp@ofwat.gsi.gov.uk - which should be copied in on all 

correspondence to Ofwat on WRMPs

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/letter-to-water-companies-about-our-approach-to-the-pre-consultation-phase-for-wrmp19/
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Ofwat project updates – Future engagement

Colin Green

December 2016
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• Thank you for your valuable contributions and feedback on the group  

• Three key points came out from the feedback exercise:

1. Stakeholders want engagement to continue in some form

2. Looking at targeted issues to get an update of Ofwat’s thinking

3. Ensuring that the relevant representatives attend

• Looking towards 2017, the form of the workshops will change to targeted 

meetings of defined stakeholder groups:

• Workshop on Form of Control (February 2017)

• Workshop on RCV allocation (February 2017)

• Water Resources update workshop (March/April 2017), potential topics:

o Abstraction reform implications

o Bilateral Entry adjustment/ Access Pricing

o Bid Assessment

o WRMPs

Future engagement on water resources
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Lunch
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Resilience discussion

Trevor Bishop, Caroline Harris, Liz Cornwell

December 2016



Overview of Wellbeing of Future 

Generations and Environment Acts

December 2016



Well-being of Future Generations Act

Long Term    Prevention           Integration     Collaboration   Involvement

= What we are aiming for

How we get there =



NRW’s purpose

• must pursue the sustainable management of natural 

resources, and;

• apply the principles of sustainable management of natural 

resources; 

…in the exercise of our functions



Principles of sustainable management
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State of 

Natural 

Resources 

Report 

(SoNaRR)

Area 

Statements

National 

Natural 

Resource 

Policy 

(NNRP)

Area Statements are an integrated 

evidence base, setting out the risks, 

priorities and opportunities at a local 

level to facilitate the implementation 

of the NNRP at a local level.

Produced by NRW.

The State of Natural Resources Report 

(SoNaRR), produced by NRW, will report 

on the status of Wales’ natural resources 

and track the progress being made towards 

achieving the sustainable management of 

natural resources.  It will also serve as an 

essential evidence base to underpin the 

NNRP.

The National Natural Resource Policy will set out the priorities for the sustainable 

management of natural resources at a national level.   It will outline how the 

sustainable management of Wales’ natural resources will provide benefits to society 

and the economy as well as the environment, supporting the goals outlined in the 

Wellbeing of Future Generations  (Wales) Act. 

Evidence / Policy Framework for Sustainable Management 

What tools have we got?



Section 6: Biodiversity Duty

• Duty on water companies operating in Wales to ‘seek to maintain and 

enhance biodiversity’ 

• In so doing, they must also seek to ‘promote the resilience of 

ecosystems’

 SoNaRR, NNRP priorities, and Area Statements (when available) 

should be used to understand key priorities, risks to be managed 

and opportunities for identifying appropriate biodiversity 

improvement actions and promoting resilience of ecosystems

What else is new?



Opportunities

• Better lowland soil, water, planting and habitat measures 

• More urban green infrastructure and SuDs 

• Better coastal flood management 

• Improving the diversity and extent of outdoor recreation 

facilities 

• Better management and use of designated sites 

• Better located and managed woodlands and trees 

• More upland peat management

• Better biosecurity

• An integrated, landscape approach to reducing pollution 



Questions?
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Resilience Planning

1. Developing a resilient water industry

2. Resilience at Bristol Water

3. Resilient water resources for the future



Developing a resilient water industry

• Resilience is not a new thing

• Specific events highlight and expose 

vulnerabilities.

• Response is to build resilience and this 

is often supported by legislation (WIA 

1991 and FWMA 2010)

• Water industry is already far more 

resilient than it was 20 years ago. 



Developing resilience at Bristol Water

• Asset resilience 

– failure of the Gloucester 

Sharpness canal in 1990 

– Flood defences installed at 2 

sites in AMP5

• Network resilience 

– AMP4 – Northern relief scheme 

(2008)

– AMP5 – Durdham Down (2013) & 

Tetbury (2015)

– AMP6 – Southern resilience (2018)



Resilient water resources

• Evidence of water resource 

vulnerability: 

– Water UK Water Resources Long-

term Planning Framework

– Detailed assessment of drought 

risk by HR Wallingford

• Focus for WRMP19/PR19 will be understanding and quantifying 

the water resource risks and identifying what can be done to 

make us more resilient to the effects of drought and climate 

change. 



Drought response surface for Bristol Water 

showing number of annual failures



A resilience approach to Water 

Resource Planning: 

• Used drought library data to test our drought plan. 

• Demonstrates Bristol Water’s current vulnerability to 

water resource failure

• All options (including drought options) will be 

assessed to determine most effective way of building 

water resource resilience 

• May need to justify resilience options via a separate 

options appraisal process (WR planning guidance)

• Implications for customer levels of service



Drought Plan
Sets out current vulnerability to different types of 
droughts and tests the current water resource system

Water Resources Management Plan
Sets out current deployable output and presents in context of other drought 
scenarios in WRP Table 10.  Reflects scenarios assessed in Drought Plan
Identifies supply demand deficit and/or water resource resilience issues

SDB Options Appraisal
Identifies options to meet specified supply demand deficit 
(drought permits included in options assessment)

Resilience Options Appraisal
Identifies options to address resilience issues 
(drought permits included in options assessment)

Outcome
Increase in resilience to different types of 
droughts and/or increase in customer levels of 
service. 

Outcome
Increase in deployable output/WAFU based on 
current level of service.  Focus is on the design 
drought only. 

Implementation
Selected water resource and resilience 

schemes included in WRMP and Business Plan
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Update and next steps

Resilience metrics Christmas competition
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Resilience

New name for a long standing challenge – change in risk tolerance

“Resilience is the ability to cope with, and recover from, disruption, 

and anticipate trends and variability in order to maintain services for 

people and protect the natural environment now and in the future”

• Reduce Frequency

• Shrink Severity

• Decrease Duration

• Rapid Recovery/Rehabilitation

• Adjust Adaptation

Overview
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We are not alone!

Thinking, Planning and Experience

• Asian Water Development Outlook 2013

• Systems Measures of Water Distribution System Resilience –

EPA (PDP 21)

• Unlocking the ‘triple dividend’ of resilience – WB, GFDRR, ODI

• International Water Association

• Water and Wastewater Resilience Action Group 

Resilience

https://www.adb.org/publications/asian-water-development-outlook-2013
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?dirEntryId=305772
https://www.odi.org/tripledividend
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjs9Nb0zvbQAhWHCsAKHSN8AJsQFggbMAA&url=http://www.iwa-network.org/&usg=AFQjCNEi_QPbIKvrI-5sbJrlg-JPCBDORQ&bvm=bv.141536425,d.d24
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International experience - Perth Metropolitan Water Supply

1958

92% Dams

8% G/water

1980

65% Dams

35% G/water

2004

38% Dams

62% G/water

2014

7% Dams   50% Desal 

42% G/water  1% GWR
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International experience – Colorado Basin

Colorado Basin
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What resilience is and is not:

• Planning business as usual?

o Level of Service, Supply and Demand gap, next option on 

Economics of Balancing Supply and Demand (EBSD)

o What are we planning against – return periods

o Interdependencies

o What good looks like

o Customer Legitimacy

o Value for money (sustainable resilience)

• We are in a formative period

• Water and Wastewater Resilience Action Group – Resilience 

Metrics group 

Forward Plan - 2017
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Water Supply Resilience Metrics – Ofwat 

Christmas competition

‘If you can’t measure it you can’t manage it’

Resilience – the Ofwat Dream for PR19

Approaches to Resilience Metrics:

• Risk based. model failure – probabilities etc. 

(see slide 61)

• Vulnerability/consequence based (see slide 

62)

• Component indicators

Christmas competition

Split into four groups to discuss how we should look to measure resilience (with 

prizes for the best answers)
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Resilience – risk profile
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Gordon Brown

Water Resource Category Generic 

Resilience 

Score

Groundwater 6

Surface water 4

Storage 6

Reuse/desalination 8

Water Demand Management 7

Planning Zone Initial 

Assessment

-3 if any source type over >50% zone 

contribution

Detailed Specific Adjustments –

examples

• Reuse/Desalination – linked to energy 

security

• Groundwater – recalculated to account 

for storage, reliable yield against 

utilisation etc.

• Surface Water – base flow –v-

discharge, recession characteristics 

etc.

• Demand Management– readjusted for 

leakage, social factors etc.

• Storage

Measuring resilience – vulnerability assessment
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Meeting close

Colin Green

December 2016


